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NORTH CROATIA LUXURY CRUISE FROM RIJEKA

An unusual cruise that visits the quieter part of the Croatian
Coastline. We will stop in a bay every day for a swim, and in the
evenings we will explore the many fine restaurants ashore. Mali
Losinj, likened to a mini Venice, is a beautiful small port, with
fantastic ice cream. Vis was out of bounds to the public for
many years as the HQ of the Yugoslav Navy, but is now open to
everyone. The nearby Blue Cave is a charming sea cave (as long
as the sea is calm) and the ancient towns of Sibenik and Zadar
are quite stunning.

ITINERARY

Day 1, RIJEKA ARRIVAL, Saturday (WR, D*)

We start the journey in Rijeka where boarding starts at 3 PM. If
you arrive in Rijeka by your own car we offer a parking spot in a
surveilled garage. After you enter your cabins join the rest of
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your fellow passengers on the deck for a welcome reception
followed by a welcome dinner. Overnight in Rijeka.

Day 2, RIJEKA – MALI LOŠINJ, Sunday (B, L*)

We leave Rijeka early morning and set sail to our first
destination - Mali Lošinj. Before we arrive we are stopping for a
swim in one of the beautiful coves of the Lošinj archipelago.
After arrival to Mali Lošinj the rest of your afternoon is
completely free to explore this Mediterranean town. Clear seas,
clean air, rich flora and fauna, Mediterranean climate are some
of the features of this area of the Adriatic. Take your time to get
to know and experience the beauties of Mali Lošinj like:
Apoksiomen museum where you can see the famous bronze
sculpture dated in 1. Century B.C. a nursery of fragrant
Mediterranean plants or just pick from one of the many sandy
beaches and spend the day relaxing.

Day 3, MALI LOŠINJ - ZADAR - ŠIBENIK, Monday (B, L*)

After breakfast we continue our journey towards Zadar. After
arrival join our tour guide to get to know and explore Zadar
firsthand. Zadar was the capital city of Dalmatia for centuries
and it's the oldest university town in Croatia, its famous for its
historical value on a global level; that is evident throughout the
city, for example: The Roman forum, the church of Saint Donat -
the symbol of the city, city walls, city entrance, many palaces
and villas, over 30 churches and finally the contemporary Sea
Organs and light installation "Greetings to the Sea". Around
noon we leave Zadar and sail towards Šibenik. After serving
lunch on board and a swim stop we arrive to Šibenik in the

afternoon. When we arrive, you can join the tour guide in
sightseeing this Adriatic gem. Free night and overnight stay in
Šibenik.

Day 4, ŠIBENIK – HVAR, Tuesday (B, L*)

In the morning we set sail towards island Hvar. While we sail we
will stop for swimming in coves, one of them being the Pakleni
islands, translated as Hells Islands. After arriving in Hvar join the
tour guide who will show you around the old town of Hvar and its
picturesque streets, as well as the first public Theatre in Europe
- older than Shakespeare's theatre in Great Britain. Grab dinner
or go clubbing which this island is famous for. Overnight stay in
Hvar.

Day 5, HVAR – BIŠEVO (Blue Cave) – VIS, Wednesday (B, L*)

Early in the morning with breakfast served we sail towards the
small island of Biševo where we visit the Blue Cave - a rare
natural occurrence that will leave you breathless. Sometimes the
weather can be unpredictable in open waters and unfortunately,
boats are unable to enter the cave, if so you will be notified of
that accordingly. After the trip to the Blue Cave, we sail for Vis
with a swim stop and a lunch on board. In the afternoon we
dock in Vis and you have the rest of the day to enjoy this
one-of-a-kind town - a strategic naval Yugoslavian base that was
inaccessible for the public for a long time. Try some of the
amazing local wines and make a reservation in one of the
restaurants. Explore the rest of the island and visit the Roman
terms, City Museum, or just walk around this gorgeous unique
island. Overnight stay in Vis.
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Day 6, VIS – KORNATI – PP TELAŠĆICA (DUGI OTOK), Thursday (B, L, CD*)

While everyone is still sleeping, we set off for our next
destination - National Park Kornati. A stone labyrinth of
eighty-nine islands, islets, and cliffs in the sea - these are the
islands of Kornati. The most indented island group in the
Mediterranean. Dry stone walls on the Kornati islands are silent
and constantly testify to the toil of human labor on the sparse
land in the stone surrounded by crystal clear sea. The Kornati is
also called the "stone pearl of the Mediterranean". We will use
the beautiful Kornati archipelago for swimming and a gourmet
experience with a view. After another refreshment in the crystal
clear sea, we continue sailing towards the Telašćica Nature Park
on Dugi otok, where we arrive in the afternoon. Telašćica bays
will delight you with the raw beauty of its cliffs as well as the salt
lake "Mir" which is known for its healing properties. Enjoy
"Captain's Dinner" tonight.

Day 7, PP TELAŠĆICA – OLIB – RAB, Friday (B, L*)

After waking up, enjoy breakfast as we slowly make our way to
our next bathing destination and lunch on board. Never enough
sun and sea! Along the way, we visit one of the small islands
from the Lošinj archipelago - Olib - for swimming. Late in the
afternoon, we arrive at the beautiful island of Rab which will
welcome us with its famous 4 bell towers. A free evening is
planned to get to know this unique medieval city. Take a look at
the medieval walls and the famous four bell towers (you can
climb one of them) along with palaces, churches, and squares
where many artists paint and exhibit their works. Legend has it
that local nuns created a special Rab cake for the pope who

visited Rab, and you should definitely try it at local patisseries.
The recipe for the Rab cake remains a secret kept only by the
islanders. Overnight in the town of Rab.

Day 8, RAB – RIJEKA DEPARTURE, Saturday (B*)

We leave for Rijeka early in the morning. After breakfast, it's
time to say goodbye to the crew and new friends! Check-out
until 9:00.
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YOUR SHIP: STELLA MARIS

YOUR SHIP: Stella Maris

VESSEL TYPE:

LENGTH:

PASSENGER CAPACITY:

BUILT/REFURBISHED:

M/S Stella Maris is a deluxe vessel, with maximum capacity of
36 passengers in 18 twin and double cabins. All cabins are
modern and fully equipped with A/C, LCD TV, safe deposit box,
fire alarm, internal communication system between room and
bar. Bathrooms are equipped with toilet, shower, wash basin,
hair dryer, slippers, bathrobe, and for added convenience
cosmetic package. All cabins are sound-proof and each cabin
comes with the fire-proof doors. A fully air-conditioned upper
deck dining room can accommodate all passengers at once, yet
offer a great degree of privacy for each guest. There is free
wireless internet (Wi-Fi), loudspeakers, audiosystem, and a
direct telephone communication cabin-bar on board. The
kitchen is made in line with the latest HACCP standards. An
extension of the restaurant is outdoors, on the covered part of
the upper deck, spacious enough for all passengers and tables,
chairs and including a public lavatory. To make the most of
every swimming opportunity, there is a platform with a ladder for
easy access to the water. Ship Amenities: Salon/restaurant, bar,
outdoor showers, swimming platform, PA system, complimentary
Wi-Fi. Cabins include: LCD TV (satellite system), safe box,
bathrooms - toilet, shower, wash basin, hair dryer, slippers,

bathrobe.
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INSIDE YOUR SHIP
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PRICING

ADDITIONAL CHARGES: Port fees 30 EUR pp


